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ABSTRACT. We understand responsible leadership as a

social-relational and ethical phenomenon, which occurs

in social processes of interaction. While the prevailing

leadership literature has for the most part focussed on the

relationship between leaders and followers in the orga-

nization and defined followers as subordinates, we show

in this article that leadership takes place in interaction

with a multitude of followers as stakeholders inside and

outside the corporation. Using an ethical lens, we discuss

leadership responsibilities in a stakeholder society, thereby

following Bass and Steidelmeier’s suggestion to discuss

‘‘leadership in the context of contemporary stakeholder

theory’’ (1999: 200). Moreover, from a relational and

stakeholder perspective we approach the questions: What

is responsible leadership? What makes a responsible lea-

der? What qualities are needed? Finally, we propose a

so-called ‘‘roles model’’ of responsible leadership, which

gives a gestalt to a responsible leader and describes the

different roles he or she takes in leading stakeholders and

business in society.
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holder theory, leadership roles, relational intelligence

Leading in a global and interconnected

world

Today’s leaders act in a global, complex, uncertain

and interconnected business environment. Among

the challenges in this context is the need to reduce

complexity and uncertainty for people and provide a

desirable picture of the future, which is shared by the

people they lead. Leaders need to have a sense of

purpose and a guiding vision, which help bundle

individual and ‘‘organizational energy’’ (Cole et al.,

2005) and navigate the firm through uneven and

sometimes murky waters. Moreover, they have to

lead in a business environment, which undergoes a

general crisis of legitimacy (Wheeler and Silanpää,

1997) and trust, which has been lost over the years of

environmental disasters (e.g. Shell Nigeria, Bhopal),

accounting scandals (e.g. Enron, Worldcom, Par-

malat), and ethical misconduct in various shapes and

forms (e.g. Nike, Martha Stewart). In a global

stakeholder society, ‘‘where companies are expected

to be accountable not only to shareholders for

financial performance, but to stakeholders for their

wider economic, environmental and societal

impacts’’ (Wade, 2006: 227), commercial viability

and long-term business success depend on the ability

of a firm and their leadership to act responsibly with

respect to all stakeholders in business, society and the

environment (Freeman, 1984, 1994, 2005; Don-

aldson and Preston, 1995; Wheeler and Sillanpää,

1997; Svendsen, 1998; Phillips, 2003, Maak and

Pless, 2006). An important part of the effort to create

sustainable business success is the leadership

responsibility to (re)build public trust (DiPiazza and
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Eccles, 2002), to regain the license to operate from

society and to earn and sustain an impeccable rep-

utation as a ‘‘great company’’ (Collins, 2001) and

corporate citizen, which can only be achieved by

walking the talk, managing with integrity, making

‘‘profits with principles’’ (Roddick, 1991), deliver-

ing on the ‘‘triple-bottom-line’’ (Elkington, 1998)

and ‘‘creating value for stakeholders’’ (Freeman,

2004: 365).

Such a context also affects (or, should affect) the

mindset, the roles and responsibilities of leaders,

which simultaneously change, become more com-

plex and multi-faceted, expand from an internal

leadership perspective to a broader world view, from

a shareholder mindset to a stakeholder orientation

with respect to the leadership mandate. Yet, in an

interdependent and turbulent world this cannot be

achieved in isolation by the ‘‘great man’’ alone or

the charismatic leader. In other words, ‘‘we don’t

need another hero’’ (Badarracco, 2001). Rather,

winning the mandate to lead requires a relational

leadership approach based on inclusion, collabora-

tion and co-operation with different stakeholder

groups (Wicks et al., 1994). In a stakeholder society,

leadership has to reach beyond traditional leader–

follower concepts. Here, the leader becomes a

co-ordinator and a cultivator of relationships to-

wards different stakeholder groups. In the following,

we will give an exemplary overview of some lead-

ership responsibilities with respect to some key

stakeholders.

Employees

Responsible leaders mobilize people and lead teams,

often across business, countries and/or cultures to

achieve performance objectives that are derived

from the strategic objectives of the firm. They also

coach and reinforce employees to achieve these

objectives in an ethical, respectful and ‘‘relationally

intelligent’’ way (Pless and Maak, 2005). They create

incentives to encourage respectful collaboration

inside and outside the organization, to foster

responsiveness to stakeholders (Freeman, 2004) and

advocate ethical behaviour. They safeguard freedom

of speech and support the voicing of ethical wrong-

doing. They ensure that employment standards are

adhered to (worldwide, and also in the supply

chain); that working conditions are humane, safe,

healthy and non-discriminatory; that employees

regardless of background (nationality, gender, age,

etc.) are provided fair and equal employment

opportunities and that the needs of employees for

recreation, work-life balance and meaningful work

are addressed. At The Body Shop, e.g. CEO Paul

Saunders ‘‘has ultimate responsibility for the safety,

health and well-being of employees. He also has a

moral obligation to ensure that fair and decent

labour practices are upheld in our franchisee and

supply chain networks’’ (The Body Shop, 2004: 6).

Clients and customers

Responsible leaders make sure that the products and

services meet the needs of their customers and cli-

ents, that they are safe and not harmful (such as

asbestos) and that real and potential risks are openly

and transparently communicated. A leader also takes

preventive steps in order to ensure customers’ well-

being, as e.g. the former CEO of Johnson&Johnson,

James Burke, did in the now classic Tylenol case.

After poisoned Tylenol bottles were discovered in

the Chicago area, Burke gave immediate orders to

pull all Tylenol products from the shelves in North

America, not knowing if the incident was more than

a local happening. For Burke, however, as for J&J,

the well-being of patients and safety of customers

had priority and could under no (business) circum-

stances be compromised.

Business partners

Responsible leaders ensure that ethical, environ-

mental and labour standards are also respected and

applied by their business partners. Furthermore, they

make sure that the business partners themselves are

treated respectfully and fairly (e.g. no preferential

treatment) by company’s employees and managers.

Ultimately, it is in the discretion of leadership

with whom to do business. Anita Roddick, founder

of The Body Shop, decided for instance to source

some product ingredients from underprivileged

communities in developing countries and thereby

initiated the company’s ‘‘Trade Not Aid’’ pro-

gramme, building sustainable relations to these
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communities. The programme ensures fair prices

and trading conditions and aims at supporting the

communities to become self-sustainable and

improving their standard of living (Roddick, 1991).

Social and natural environment

In a ‘‘stakeholder corporation’’ (Wheeler and

Sillanpää, 1997), leaders need to be sensitive to the

world in which they operate. They assess the impact

of business decisions on the social and natural

environment. They engage stakeholders in an active

dialogue, include different voices, take their interests

and needs seriously and assess them in a thorough

reflection process. They also make sure that pro-

duction processes are as environmentally friendly as

possible by using ‘‘green’’ technology and renewable

resources, by recycling material, by saving energy

etc. Furthermore, they foster contributions to soci-

ety. Apart from passive actions like charity and

corporate giving, they encourage active engagement

for the well-being of communities, e.g. by setting up

foundations and providing volunteering opportuni-

ties for all employees. They also coach and train their

people in sustainable development (Wade, 2006) and

help them develop a broader understanding of the

responsibilities of business in society and support

them in growing competencies in building sustain-

able stakeholder relations. PricewaterhouseCoopers’

Ulysses programme is an example how this can be

achieved, namely by sending up-coming global

leaders into developing countries to work with dif-

ferent stakeholders (e.g. local social entrepreneurs,

government agencies and international organiza-

tions) on aid projects that have an immediate and

sustainable benefit for the communities (see Pless

and Schneider, 2006).

Shareholders

Responsible leaders safeguard shareholders’ invest-

ment capital and ensure an adequate return. They

respect their rights and also ensure regular commu-

nication and transparent reporting on the economic,

social and ecological performance of the corpora-

tion. They are steadfast and do not compromise one

performance objective for another, even when set

under pressure. Furthermore, they show due dili-

gence with respect to their own and others’ insider

knowledge and proactively prevent any moral

wrong-doing (e.g. insider trading). They also act

responsibly and modest with respect to their own

compensation packages. In fact, they need to be able

to balance short-term profit and return expectations

and the long-term sustainability of the business.

Ultimately, they consider the interests of share-

holders as one set of potentially legitimate interests

among others.

This brief overview has shown that leadership in a

global and interconnected world occurs in interac-

tion with a multitude of stakeholders – locally and

globally, inside and outside the corporation. In fact,

the interaction of leaders with a diversity of stake-

holder groups confronts them with a number of

demanding challenges: ‘‘an ethics challenge (how to

recognize, assess and deal with a multitude of stake-

holder interests, based on different world views and

values, how to cope with ethical dilemmas, etc.), a

diversity challenge (how to lead diverse people across

distance, businesses, countries and cultures; how to

create a multicultural (Cox, 2001) and inclusive

(Gilbert and Ivancevich, 2000; Pless and Maak, 2004)

environment, in which people find meaning, feel

valued and respected and can contribute to their

highest potential), a business in society challenge (how to

earn the licence to operate; how to make the business

case for responsibility; how to become a good cor-

porate citizen) and, finally, a stakeholder challenge (how

to create sustainable and trustful relationships with

different stakeholders; and how to rebuild trust in a

business world that has been shattered by corporate

scandals)’’ (Pless and Maak, 2005).

Against this background we contend first that

leadership takes place in relationships – they ‘‘are the

centre of leadership’’ (Maak and Pless, 2006: 39);

second that leadership is rooted in values and norms

and that ethics is ‘‘at the heart of leadership’’ (Ciulla,

1998, 2006); and third that the building and culti-

vating of ethically sound relations towards different

stakeholders is an important responsibility of leaders

in an interconnected stakeholder society. We thus

follow the suggestion of Bass and Steidlmeier and

discuss ‘‘leadership in the context of contemporary

stakeholder theory’’ (1999: 200), especially with

regard to the work of Ed Freeman and collaborators,

thereby using an ethical lens.
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Leadership and stakeholder theory

The first systematic discussion of stakeholder theory

goes back to Freeman’s book ‘‘Strategic manage-

ment: a stakeholder approach’’, which was published

in 1984. Over the course of the past 20 years

stakeholder theory has developed significantly: The

functional understanding of stakeholders as being a

means to corporate ends has evolved to a moral

understanding of stakeholders as being ends in

themselves – individuals/groups with own interests

that the firm was constructed to serve (Freeman and

Gilbert, 1989). The research perspective on stake-

holder theory has broadened from a descriptive and

instrumental perspective to a normative viewpoint

(Donaldson and Preston, 1995). The underlying

individualistic and masculine assumptions have been

unveiled with the consequence that the stakeholder

concept has been re-interpreted from a feminist

perspective, putting emphasis on the structure of

relationships (Wicks et al., 1994) and the quality of

interactions (Freeman, 2004). Instrumental, theo-

retical constructs such as agency theory, transaction

cost and contract theory have been replaced by

ethical ways of explaining stakeholder relations

(Freeman, 2004).

According to Freeman et al. (2004) stakeholder

theory starts with ‘‘the assumption that values are

necessarily and explicitly a part of doing business. It

asks managers to articulate the shared sense of the

value they create, and what brings its core stake-

holders together. It also pushes managers to be clear

about how they want to do business, specifically

what kinds of relationships they want and need to

create with their stakeholders to deliver on their

purpose.’’ (364). Ultimately, stakeholder theory asks

two key questions: ‘‘What is the purpose of the

firm?’’ and ‘‘What responsibility does management

have to stakeholders?’’ (ibid.). In fact, it stresses the

importance of considering the ‘‘legitimate interests

of those groups and individuals who can affect (or be

affected by)’’ (Freeman et al., 2004: 365) the activ-

ities of the corporation and ‘‘emphasizes the

importance of investing in the relationships with

those who have a stake in the firm’’ (Freeman, 2004:

234).

Against this background, we will discuss in the

following the meaning of responsible leadership.

First, the concept of responsible leadership suggests

not to look at leadership from a descriptive and

instrumental perspective as traditional leadership

theory does, but from a normative point of view.

Instead of understanding leadership as being values-

free we understand it as a moral, values-based and

thus normative phenomenon. Second, it implies to

understand leadership as a social-relational phe-

nomenon (Smircich and Morgan, 1982; Berger and

Luckmann, 1966) that occurs in interaction with

different groups of followers. As a consequence, the

focus of the leader–follower relationship is broad-

ened: instead of focusing solely on the leader–sub-

ordinate relationship in the organization we consider

a wider range of relevant stakeholders as followers,

inside and outside the organization (i.e., peers, clients

and NGOs). Third, it suggests to look into the

quality of interactions and to ask, ‘‘How are the

objectives achieved?’’

Moreover, placing leadership in the context of

stakeholder theory triggers new questions with

regard to leadership: What is the purpose of lead-

ership in a stakeholder society? What responsibilities

do leaders have with respect to the firm, to the

people/constituents they lead, to society and nature

and to themselves? Who are the actors in the leader–

follower relationship? What makes a responsible

leader? What are the ethical underpinnings of this

relationship? What are the qualities needed? What

are the implications for the leader’s roles? Conscious

of the fact that this can only be the beginning of a

larger discussion on the topic, we want to start the

dialogue by discussing some of the questions posed.

Towards a theory of responsible leadership

What is the purpose of leadership in a stakeholder society?

This question is as fundamental as it is a normative

one. In mainstream leadership theory, which

explains leadership in the context of hierarchically

structured firms, driven by profit and shareholder

value maximization, the leader as great man is

expected to influence ‘‘followers to achieve group/

organizational goals that reflect excellence defined as

some kind of higher-level effectiveness’’ (Rost,

1991: 91). From a moral point of view, the political

scientist Burns (1978) sees the purpose of leader-

ship and the leader–follower relationships as a
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transforming one, through which ‘‘... one or more

persons engage with others in such a way that leaders

and followers raise one another to higher levels of

motivation and morality’’ (Burns, 1978: 20). While

certainly desirable, this claim is rather unspecific and

general and does not really help business leaders to

understand their leadership purpose. Furthermore,

given the diversity of followers that have a stake in

the leadership relationship and the often conflicting

interests and values among these stakeholders this

claim is even more difficult to realize for a business

leader.

If we understand the purpose of leadership in the

context of stakeholder theory and the corporate

responsibility debate, it seems more feasible to link it

to both the concept of the ‘‘triple-bottom-line’’

(Elkington, 1998) and the idea of sustainable

development at large. Both concepts imply that

corporations are no longer solely accessed against

their economic bottomline, but also against their

ability to preserve and improve the state of the

natural environment and to contribute to the well-

being of society, helping to meet ‘‘the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their needs’’ (Brundtland, 1987:

8). In this context the purpose of leadership can be

understood as to build and cultivate sustainable and

trustful relationships to different stakeholders inside

and outside the organization and to co-ordinate their

action to achieve common objectives (e.g. triple-

bottom-line goals), business sustainability and legit-

imacy and ultimately to help to realize a good (i.e.,

ethically sound) and shared business vision.

Who are the actors in the leader–follower relationship?

Responsible leadership is a relational and ethical

phenomenon, which occurs in social processes of

interaction with those who affect or are affected by

leadership and have a stake in the purpose and vision

of the leadership relationship (Freeman et al., 2006).

As we argued in the beginning, the context of

leadership has changed and with it the responsibili-

ties that leaders have vis-à-vis different stakeholder

groups. Broadening the view from a leader–subor-

dinate relationship to a leader–stakeholder relation-

ship challenges some of the underlying assumptions

of traditional leadership theory. Mainstream leader-

ship theory understands the leader–follower rela-

tionship as an unequal relationship with the leader

being in charge (Bennis and Nanus, 1985) and fol-

lowers being dedicated to ‘‘do the leader’s wishes’’

(Rost, 1991: 70). This understanding allows us to

explain leader–follower relationships in hierarchical

and dyadic terms (e.g. leader member exchange

theory; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995), assuming that

leadership authority comes through status and posi-

tion power. However, it does not help to explain

leadership success in vertical network structures

where leaders mobilize stakeholders – who are

ultimately of equal status and do not directly depend

on them – to follow them to collaborate for a

common purpose, and to realize a desirable and

moral vision without having formal power and

authority. Obviously, this adds to the complexity of

the leadership project and confronts leaders with

numerous relational challenges ranging from dealing

with different values sets, mindsets, interaction styles

to coping with conflicts of interests, solving multi-

cultural problems and reconciling ethical dilemmas.

Further below, we will discuss what qualities leaders

need in order to cope with these challenges.

What is the function of the leader in the leader–follower

relationship?

The evolution of corporations from hierarchical to

network structures, from national to transnational

operations, from a shareholder focus to a stakeholder

orientation, from an understanding of being inde-

pendent players in society to becoming corporate

citizens, also affects the understanding of what

leadership implies and how it can be differentiated

from what followers do. In mainstream leadership

theory, rooted in hierarchical thinking, leaders are

understood as ‘‘one person, sitting at the top of a

hierarchy, determining for a group of loyal follow-

ers, the direction, pace, and outcome of everyone’s

efforts’’ (Nicoll, 1986: 30). They are understood as

being active (Bass, 1990) while followers are passive;

as possessing superior knowledge and expertize,

based on which they create order and control and

get others as means to implement their goals and

interests. Critical leadership theorists point out that

this understanding of leadership cannot be distin-

guished from, but equals management (e.g. Rost,
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1991). In the vertical context of a network organi-

zation and a stakeholder environment, however, the

task of leadership gets a new meaning. The leader

can no longer be seen as the one separated and

detached individual at the top of a pyramid

(Helgesen, 1990), as the sole creator of reality, as the

one who ‘‘attempts to construct the social world for

others’’ (Greenfield, 1984: 142, cited in Rost, 1991).

In a network context where leadership occurs in

interaction with different stakeholders, the leader

needs to be part of, and integrated in, the web of

stakeholder relationships. Leadership legitimacy does

not come with position, status, reward or coercive

power. It is only in and through the stakeholder

relations that leadership legitimacy can be earned

from stakeholders as followers. And it is only in a

process of co-creation of all parties involved that

commonly shared objectives can be achieved.

In this sense, the results and success of leadership

depend on the constructions and co-ordinated

actions of both leaders and stakeholders (as followers

or co-leaders), not on the individualistic great man. If

leadership resides within such relationships (Foster,

1989; Rost, 1991) and if the purpose of leadership is

to achieve a commonly desired vision, then the

primary focus of the leader needs to be on the rela-

tionships with those who have a stake in the leader-

ship project. The leader becomes a cultivator of

these relationships in terms of their quality and

desired values base and a facilitator of relational

processes (we will specify further below what that

means for a leader’s roles).

As a cultivator and facilitator of relationships

leaders care about the needs and interests of others

and of the stakeholders involved. They facilitate

relational processes to realize the commonly shared

vision, such as stakeholder dialogues, mediations of

conflicts of interests, negotiations, problem solving

and decision making processes, creativity and inno-

vation workshops, reconciliation of dilemmas etc. In

these interactive and communicative processes they

ensure that people are treated fairly and as equal and

vulnerable human beings; that they feel respected

and recognized that their voices are heard and

understood; that others feel integrated in a process of

co-creation, empowered to share their experiences,

expertize, resources, creativity and qualities and

mobilized to contribute to their highest potential for

achieving common objectives, and ultimately, real-

izing the commonly shared and desired vision.

Against this background, we now turn to the ques-

tion of what makes a responsible leader.

What makes a responsible leader?

Responsible leadership is the art of building and

sustaining good relationships to all relevant stake-

holders (Maak and Pless, 2006: 40). A responsible

leader’s core task is to weave a web of inclusion where

the leader engages himself among equals. Plato

already saw this quite clearly in his ‘‘Statesman’’

where he noted that people are not sheep, and

leaders are not shepherds; instead Plato regarded the

leader as a weaver, whose main task was to weave

together different kinds of people into the fabric of

society. (Plato, 1971; cit. in Ciulla, 2004: 322).

While leaders are accountable for facilitating the

relational processes with and among stakeholders as

followers, they are also responsible for the quality of

these relationships – that they are inclusive and based

on ethically sound values that the interaction part-

ners respect and act according to these values and

that the leader–followers relationship serves a com-

mon and good purpose.

As we discussed in the beginning, leaders have

responsibilities vis-à-vis different stakeholders: They

need to integrate people from different cultures to

work together effectively; they need to care for the

well-being of different constituencies (e.g. indige-

nous people in the countries where the company

produces); they need to understand the interests,

needs and values of different groups and facilitate

dialogue among them; simultaneously, they need to

mobilize and align the energy of different people for

achieving common objectives and support the real-

ization of a common and good vision. Obviously,

this requires ‘‘socialized’’, not ‘‘personalized’’ leaders

(Howell and Aviolo, 1992): Leaders, who have the

intellectual capacity to cognitively seize, process and

assess complex situations, problems and develop-

ments from different stakeholder viewpoints and

with respect to diverse and sometimes conflicting

objectives; who act according to a humane and

moral values base, show authenticity and integrity,

and care for the needs and interests of others, thereby

demonstrating good character; who use relational

intelligence (RI) in interacting with different
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stakeholders and apply emotional and ethical intel-

ligence in coping with emerging conflicts of inter-

ests, while making far-reaching decisions and

reconciling ethical dilemmas. While many leaders

have excellent cognitive and intellectual capacities, it

is moral character and RI that distinguishes good

from great – as responsible leaders.

Indeed, having a good character and being a

moral person are at the core of being a responsible

leader (Ciulla, 1998; Solomon, 1999; George,

2003). Ethics, as Ciulla (1998) argues, is (at) ‘‘the

heart of leadership’’. But what does this imply?

Does it mean that a leader, to be considered

responsible, has to be a better person? Does lead-

ership ethics require ‘‘moral leadership’’? More-

over, do we expect from leaders to be moral

heroes? Should leaders be held accountable by

different moral standards because they hold more

responsibility for others? If agreed, this would

imply that leaders may consider themselves an

exception from the rule. This, however, can turn

out to be a two-way street: leaders, instead of being

a shining example for good, i.e., moral leadership

could engage in narcissistic or even bad leadership

behaviour (Maccoby, 2000; Kellerman, 2004), as

we witnessed for instance in the case of Enron.

Ciulla (2006), therefore, convincingly argues that

we should not hold leaders to higher moral stan-

dards but to the same standards as the rest of

society. Yet, the responsibility of a leader is to

safeguard moral values, to promote them in the

network of leader–follower relationships and to act

upon them in a consistent way. It is important that

leaders stay true to desirable moral values and

principles no matter how tempting or challenging a

situation might be. George (2003: 20) notes that

staying true, being authentic, leading with integrity,

is only possible if principles and leadership practice

match. Thus, practised morality is the showcase for

a person’s integrity: if followers perceive that a

leader’s values and principles match his or her

actions – and that he or she walks the talk, then they

will attribute the leader integrity and, ultimately

legitimacy. Trust by stakeholders is what follows.

We thus note that responsible leaders should have

character; they should be led by desirable virtues and

principles, such as respect, care, honesty, account-

ability, humility, trust and active citizenship; and

they should practise ‘‘introspection’’ (George, 2003).

In the following we will discuss the relational

qualities that leaders need to cope responsibly with a

diversity of stakeholders as their followers.

What qualities do responsible leaders need?

Former Medtronic CEO George notes on his time

as a leader (2003: 23, 24): ‘‘The capacity to develop

close and enduring relationships is one mark of a

leader. (...) Authentic leaders establish trusting rela-

tionships with people throughout the organization as

well as in their personal lives. The rewards of these

relationships, both tangible and intangible, are long

lasting.’’ However, as we have seen above, the

importance of establishing trusting relationships

extends well beyond the organization and the per-

sonal life of a leader. Most of the challenges that

leaders face in an interconnected world emerges

from the interaction with a multitude of stakehold-

ers, locally, regionally and globally; both inside and

outside the organization (Maak and Pless, 2006: 39).

They require leaders to integrate people with dif-

ferent styles and cultural background into teams,

include different voices into the dialogue, under-

stand issues from different perspectives, solve

conflicts of interests with different people, reconcile

intercultural and interpersonal dilemmas. Thus, the

greater the need to engage with different stake-

holders who have different values, interests and

needs, the more important it becomes for leaders to

be able to connect with them, to understand dif-

ferent perspectives, to balance sometimes conflicting

claims and to act both interpersonally and ethically

competent. In order to do that, a responsible leader

needs both moral and relational qualities.

We have argued elsewhere that leaders need

‘‘relational intelligence (RI)’’ in order to connect

and interact effectively and respectfully with people

and stakeholders from various backgrounds, diverse

cultures and with different interests, inside and

outside the organization...’’ (2005: 2) and to build

lasting and trustful relationships. RI is based on a

combination of emotional intelligence (Salovey and

Mayer, 1990) and ‘‘ethical intelligence’’ (Pless and

Maak, 2005). This means that responsible leaders

need both, emotional and ethical qualities to guide

their action and behaviour in interaction. According

to Mayer et al. (2001) emotional intelligence can be
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divided into four areas: perceiving emotions, using

emotions to facilitate thought, understanding emo-

tions and managing emotions in a way that enhances

personal growth and social relations (2001: 234).

Ethical intelligence consists of three key compo-

nents: moral awareness, moral reflection and moral

imagination. Moral awareness is the ability to recognize

and understand values, norms and interests in oneself

as well as in others and to discriminate among both.

Reflection skills and critical thinking enable leaders

to take a critical perspective on themselves, and the

organization, but also on the claims and interests of

others (stakeholders, e.g.). It helps to generate an

orienting perspective and enables moral reasoning,

both are necessary to make informed, balanced and

morally sound decisions. This kind of moral reflection

is what makes a reflective practitioner (Schön, 1983).

And moral imagination (Johnson, 1993; Ciulla, 1995;

Werhane, 1999) helps a leader solve moral dilemmas

in new ways without compromising her integrity.

To sum up, while ethical intelligence fosters

moral awareness and reflection and provides for

imagination and orientation, emotional intelligence

supports emotional awareness, reflection and emo-

tional regulation. Both help leaders relate and

interact with their stakeholders in an interpersonally

and mature way with care, empathy and foresight.

Therefore, if responsible leadership is about building

trust and cultivating sustainable relationships towards

different stakeholders, then leaders need both emo-

tional and ethical qualities (RI) that help them

interact responsibly.

Modelling a (responsible) leader’s roles

Leadership is a social and normative phenomenon

that occurs in interaction between leaders and their

followers. Today, it is embedded in the context of

flattened hierarchies and networked structures, of

global markets with multicultural workforces and

increased corporate influence and power, of a global

stakeholder society in which corporations need a

license to operate and are expected to act as good

corporate citizens. Against his background, as we

have argued above, new leadership challenges

emerge. These challenges have an explicitly rela-

tional character and require from leaders emotional,

multicultural, ethical and relational qualities, sum-

marized in the notion of RI. A leader in a stake-

holder society needs to balance the external pressure of

conflicting interests and demands by stakeholders,

and the internal tension of being a coherent and

consistent person that leads with integrity. To better

understand the responsibilities that leaders have with

regard to leading stakeholders, to balancing inter-

nal and external pressures and to tackling the lead-

ership challenges we introduce a ‘‘roles model’’ of

responsible leadership, which helps us approach

leadership from a new angle.

Surprisingly, leadership research has not paid

much attention to the significance of leadership

roles, let alone their ethicality and multiplicity in a

stakeholder environment. Rather, it focuses on traits

and personality attributes (Bass, 1990; Black et al.,

1999), charisma (Conger and Kanungo, 1987),

leadership styles (Bass, 1967; Blake and Mouton,

1985; Hersey and Blanchard, 1988), or situational

factors (Fiedler, 1967). We find extensive research

on both transactional and transformational leader-

ship, as well as leader–member exchange theory

(Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995), all of which focus on

exchange processes and questions of utility and

effectiveness. If at all, role differences are considered

with respect to their functionality as ‘‘action logic’’

(Rooke and Torbert, 2005) and thus their effec-

tiveness in influencing followers to achieve a certain

result. Therefore, we have to look into other areas to

seek support for the plausibility of a roles model.

Merton’s role theory (1957) is a good starting point

to do this. Merton contends from a sociological

perspective that social status involves an array of

associated roles that is a role set as ‘‘complement of

role-relationships on which persons are involved by

virtue of occupying a particular social status (...)

relating the status-occupant to diverse others’’ (110–

111). He adds a distinctive feature of a role set,

namely its structural significance – it is concerned

with arrangements integrating diverse roles into one

role set, as opposed to the question of how indi-

viduals deal with multiple roles resulting from the

relations in which they find themselves (e.g. father,

friend and manager). We can connect the concept of

an integrated role set to our purpose of defining a

‘‘roles model’’ of responsible leadership: the various

roles which will be outlined below are part of an

integrated whole. They are neither isolated from each

other, nor do they reflect a different action logic.
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Mintzberg (1975) argued in a similar way in his

seminal piece on ‘‘The manager’s job’’ in which he

introduces 10 managerial roles, organized in inter-

personal, informational and decisional roles: ‘‘In the

terminology of the psychologist, they form a gestalt,

an integrated whole. No role can be pulled out of

the framework and the job be left intact.’’ (59)

Therefore, the roles, to which we now turn, do

not reflect different persons, but one integrative

being – the leader. As Figure 1 shows, leaders are

embedded in a network of stakeholder relations

(direct reports, customers, suppliers, peers, family,

community etc.). To foster collaboration and to

mobilize and align these stakeholders (with different

backgrounds, values and sometimes conflicting

interests) with respect to a commonly shared vision,

leaders need to exercise certain roles: being a steward

and as such a custodian of values and resources; a

good citizen and thus an active and caring member of

communities; a servant to others; as well as a visionary

by providing inspiration and perspective with respect

to a desirable future. Having strong normative

connotations, the roles in the inner circle are key to

the self-image and self-understanding of a responsi-

ble leader and will thus be discussed in more detail.

Connected to these roles are the more ‘‘opera-

tional’’ ones of being the architect of inclusive sys-

tems, processes and a moral infrastructure; change

agent and transforming leader; coach by supporting

followers; and storyteller and meaning enabler, that is

the creator and communicator of moral experience

and enabler of shared systems of meaning. It should

be emphasized again that all these roles are relational,

that is, they concern specific responsibilities or

activities vis-à-vis relational processes in the con-

struction of organizational realities (Dachler, 1992).

As such, they showcase responsible leadership and

even if their meaning and temporal significance

The roles model of responsible leadership 
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Figure 1. The roles model of responsible leadership.
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differs, they belong to each other since a proper

‘‘gestalt’’ of responsible leadership requires a holistic,

integrated ‘‘roles model’’.

The leader as steward

Navigating in a global world of complexity, uncer-

tainty, change and conflicting interests and values is a

challenging endeavour, especially when business is

done across borders of countries and cultures. It

requires from leaders a global perspective on the

business challenges (Black et al., 1999), a social and

moral radar to assess the social, ecological and cul-

tural environment and the ability to cope with

conflicting stakeholder expectations and ethical

dilemmas (De George, 1993; Donaldson, 1996).

Against this background, the metaphor of the leader

as steward makes reference to being a guardian of

values, a stronghold to protect personal and profes-

sional integrity, and steering a business responsibly

and respectfully, even through troubled (global)

waters, thus protecting and preserving what one is

entrusted with. Block (1993) notes that a steward

used to be someone who was entrusted with leading

a kingdom, while the king or those rightfully in

charge were away or still underage. Stewardship is to

hold something in trust. If we connect this idea

to the values and resources at stake, then we suggest

to think of a responsible leader as someone who

understands herself as a custodian of social, moral and

environmental values and resources. Leaders should

protect and, whenever possible, enrich what they are

entrusted with, business and otherwise. The core

question they have to ask themselves is: ‘‘What am I

passing on to the next (and future) generations?’’

(Maak and Pless, 2006: 46). A steward considers the

potential claims and future interests of hitherto

voiceless stakeholders – the environment and future

generations. Thus, not surprisingly, the stewardship

ethos provides the normative foundation for

addressing issues and challenges of sustainability

(Hart, 2005). It is this normative base that helps

leaders cope with ambiguities and navigate through

an uncertain, multicultural and diverse world. A

strong normative values base is on the one hand an

important anchor that helps leaders in times of

change, e.g. as to assess how much and what kind of

change is necessary. On the other hand it is an

important compass that helps them in dealing with

conflicting stakeholder values, demands and interests

and guides them in assessing when different is different

and needs to be respected and when different is wrong

(Donaldson, 1996).

The leader as citizen

How can leaders reconcile the idea of an efficiency-

driven organization with the idea of thriving com-

munities and a good society? The answer is by being

an active and reflective citizen and by promoting

active citizenship both within and outside the

organization. A reflective citizenship ethos helps

leading a business in a stakeholder society by over-

coming the problematic separation of ‘‘private’’

business world on the one hand and ‘‘public’’ sphere

on the other. The leader as citizen recognizes that

both are inevitably connected to each other. A

thriving community needs flourishing businesses and

business can only flourish, at least in the long run, if

it can build on a healthy community and customer

base. Thus, leaders as citizen are as concerned about

civic health (Schudson, 1998) as they are about

business matters; they are committed to the common

good and will engage in activities to further the well-

being of the political community. Moreover, the

notion of citizenship implies for every profession an

explicit sense of professionalism (Donaldson, 2000;

Sullivan, 2004). Business leaders are more than

‘‘people with good tools’’ (Donaldson, 2000: 90),

who fulfil their duties to a restricted group of

financial stakeholders (shareholders, etc.). Instead,

like other professions, leaders have under their care

different stakeholders and the human community at

large. A hallmark of professionalism is the ability to

balance the various responsibilities, to integrate

business and civil duties. Business leaders need to

understand themselves as integrated members of the

community, although they cannot entirely be

absorbed by it. Citizens value political, economical

and intellectual freedom as well as their free space,

moral (Donaldson and Dunfee, 1999) and otherwise.

Both, however, are conditional, secured by, and

cultivated in, a healthy community in which

civic virtues like mutual respect and recognition,

tolerance, fairness and inclusion are valued. (Dagger,

1997) Such civility (Barber, 1999), based on
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republican liberalism (Dagger, 1997; Ulrich, 1997)

or liberal republicanism (Maak, 1999), is not only

morally desirable; it also serves a leader particularly

well in being and staying connected to multiple

stakeholders. The leader, too, is a member of civil

society and thus looks at stakeholders not as ‘‘aliens’’

but as equally integrated members of the (political)

community. In fact, being at ease with the charac-

teristics of civility – commonality, deliberation,

inclusiveness, listening, learning and development

(Barber, 1999: 42–43) – is equally important and

helpful for stakeholder engagement and dialogue.

The leader as visionary

Envisioning a desired future is an important part of

responsible leadership. Having a vision that appeals

to followers, or which was developed with followers

as stakeholders, gives people and organizations

direction. In a stakeholder society a responsible

vision would ideally build on an ethically sound

notion of balanced values creation that leads to

sustainable business; ensuring both economic success

and the well-being of nature and society. In general,

most definitions imply ‘‘that vision may be con-

ceived of a set of beliefs about how people should

act, and interact, to attain some idealized future

state’’ (Strange and Mumford, 2002: 344). In lead-

ership research this usually comes down to a solitary

action by the leader; it is the leader who wants the

organization (and its people) to achieve a specific,

idealized goal (Conger, 1999). Therefore, not sur-

prisingly, the idea of the leader as visionary is pre-

dominantly connected to the notion of charismatic

and/or ideological leadership (Conger, 1999;

Strange and Mumford, 2002, 2005). The problem

with charismatic leadership is, however, that it raises

many, if not more questions about ethics, since it can

be the best and the worst kinds of leadership,

depending on whether you look at a Ghandi or a

Hitler (Ciulla, 2004). Solomon (1998: 95), therefore,

notes: ‘‘Charisma (...) is a generalized way of

pointing to and emptily explaining an emotional

relationship that is too readily characterised as fas-

cination.’’ Since as a concept it has no ethical value,

Solomon argues, we should rather focus on trust: it is

neither important, nor desirable that followers are

emotionally attracted to leaders (by way of cha-

risma); it is, however, important that they can trust a

leader on the merits of her values, actions and

integrity. More so, it is very likely that while

employees or shareholders may think of a CEO as

charismatic, his style and performance may offend

other stakeholders. Being charismatic in a certain

context ‘‘does not mean that you are ethical when

judged against moral concepts that apply in larger

contexts’’ (Ciulla, 2004: 320). While the inner con-

text of the organization may be receptive to a lea-

der’s charisma the outer context may not be at all

(Pettigrew, 1987). Thus, from an ethical perspective

and in the context of a stakeholder society, charis-

matic leadership is highly problematic. But does this

affect the notion of the leader as visionary? Only if

having a vision would be inextricable from being

charismatic. While most studies attribute vision as

key element to charismatic leadership (Conger,

1999) we find no evidence that vision presupposes

charisma. We can, therefore, contend that – beyond

charisma – developing and having a vision of a

desired future and ways and means to get there is an

important element of responsible leadership. Equal-

ly, beyond solitary confinement, this requires leaders

to engage stakeholders in the process of generating a

vision as they are, and will be, affected by it. The

individual leader may be responsible for facilitating

the process of envisioning (rather than ‘‘selling’’ a

pre-defined vision), thereby linking people and

issues, setting impulses and enabling co-creation for a

common and good vision.

The leader as servant

Among the few existing explicitly normative con-

cepts of leadership, the idea of servant leadership has

arguably been the most influential, aside from Burns’

concept of transforming leadership (1978). Greenleaf

(1977/2002), a former AT&T executive, developed

the basic concept of servant leadership after reading

Hesse’s novel ‘‘The Journey to the East’’, where the

servant Leo turns out to be the true leader of a group

of travellers on a spiritual journey. What makes the

idea of the leader as servant so appealing for many

scholars (Spears, 1998; Spears and Lawrence, 2004;

Hunter, 2004), but particularly also practitioners, is

the striking idea that leadership is not about the

grandiosity of a leader but about those he or she
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serves. If serving others is the core of leadership then

this has profound implications for both the dynamics

and the responsibilities of leadership. Serving others

requires on the one hand attentiveness, humility and

modesty; on the other hand, it requires a willingness

and desire to support others and to care for their

interests and needs. We find strong elements of both,

an ethics of recognition (Honneth, 1996; Maak,

1999) and an ‘‘ethics of care’’ (Gilligan, 1982; Held,

2005; Noddings, 1984/2003; Tronto, 1993) in ser-

vant leadership. Gilligan understands caring as an

interdependent principle, which remains psycho-

logical in its concern with relationships and becomes

universal in its condemnation of exploitation and

hurt. Here we find the link to an ethics of recog-

nition, which implies for servant leaders to recognize

and respect others as vulnerable and equal human

beings (Pless and Maak, 2004). An ethics of care also

implies an increasing differentiation of self and other,

and a growing comprehension of the dynamics of

social interaction. In fact, the servant leader needs a

high degree of RI to relate to different stakeholders,

to cope with the interactive dynamics and to

mobilize people to work together for a common

purpose. In fact, he needs to be aware of and able to

control his own emotions, feelings, values and

interests and needs to be able to recognize them in

followers in order to act and connect emotionally

intelligent with them. Serving others within the

organization and caring for their well-being implies

for instance to support life-work balance; to ensure a

safe, healthy and respectful work environment,

meaningful work, fair pay, equal and fair employ-

ment and career opportunities regardless of gender,

nationality, religion etc.; to help followers deal with

the struggles of change and to nurture development

and growth of people, thereby encouraging the

‘‘release of human possibilities’’ (Gardner, 1990: 74).

The latter already refers to the role of the leader as

coach.

Finally, the idea of the leader as servant is not

limited to employees or internal stakeholders. With

it comes a strong sense of community and thereby a

much broader focus on other stakeholders (including

the environment and future generations). A servant

leader pursues a vision and respective goals that are

compatible with the needs and interests of all rele-

vant stakeholders and that are shared by followers.

Being good at building relationships towards these

stakeholders, the servant leader initiates and engages

in stakeholder dialogue; has a deep interest in and is

well informed about the social and environmental

context he and his corporation are operating in; tries

to understand, respect and recognize stakeholder

needs; integrates multiple perspectives into a bal-

anced and morally sound decision-making approach.

As listener and facilitator the servant leader prefers a

thriving community to individual stardom. In fact,

the true merits of a leader’s service may not always

be obvious. But things may fall apart if a community

of stakeholders does not receive it, as Hesse reminds

us: ‘‘It was the absence of the servant Leo which

revealed to us, suddenly and terribly, the extent of

the dissention and the perplexities which shattered

our hitherto apparent complex unity. (...) Hardly

had Leo left us, when faith and concord amongst us

was at an end; it was as if the life-blood of our group

flowed away from an invisible wound.’’ (1956: 112–

113)

The leader as coach

In times of ongoing change, in organizations as well

as in markets, the role of the leader as coach cannot

be underestimated. In fact, it is a key role in relation

to immediate followers. Here, relationship skills

come to life, as do care and recognition. In general,

it involves facilitating development, enabling learn-

ing, and supporting individuals and teams in

achieving their objectives. Of particular importance

are: integrating and motivating people from multiple

backgrounds to work together to realize a common

vision. The leader as coach, thereby, supports the

relational process and fosters collaborative interac-

tion, open communication and constructive conflict

solution (Kets de Vries and Florent-Treacy, 1999)

and ensures that the interactive processes are fair and

inclusive, so that people from different backgrounds

feel recognized and respected and encouraged to

contribute to their highest potential. In order to do

that leaders need to be aware of and able to control

their own and others’ emotions (Wills and Barham,

1994); to understand and cope with cultural differ-

ences, show respectful behaviour, apply cross-cul-

tural empathy (Kets de Vries and Florent-Treacy,

1999) and be able to give (and receive) feedback in a

cross-culturally appropriate and timely manner to
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foster desired interpersonal and moral behaviour in

followers. In a multicultural stakeholder environ-

ment, with diverse values and multiple interests,

leaders also need to provide support to followers

who face conflicts of interests and moral areas of

ambiguity (Donaldson, 1996; Donaldson and Dun-

fee, 1999), for instance by providing on-going

training to develop relational and ethical compe-

tencies and by acting as a discussion partner when

ethical issues and dilemmas occur. This requires

ethically intelligent leaders who act as role models,

based on moral values, show that ethics and integrity

matter (Trevino et al., 1998; Weaver et al., 1999),

apply strong reflection skills and use advanced moral

reasoning (Dalton, 1998), as well as moral imagina-

tion. Leaders provide coaching to their followers to

help them develop relational qualities that help them

balance conflicting emotions, feeling, values, needs

and interests in themselves and with their interaction

partners.

The leader as architect

The metaphor of leader as architect refers to the

challenge of building an inclusive integrity culture

(Pless and Maak, 2004). Leaders need to create and

cultivate a work environment where diverse people

find meaning, feel respected, recognized and in-

cluded (thus, not discriminated or harassed); where

they have fun and feel mobilized and thus enabled to

contribute to their highest potential, both in a

business and a moral sense. The leader as architect

also makes sure that management systems and pro-

cesses are designed in a way that support the effective

and ethical achievement and monitoring of the tri-

ple-bottom-line and the realization of the shared

vision. For instance, they implement and actively

support a moral infrastructure (policies, guidelines,

business principles and audits) and assure that HR

management systems (e.g. recruitment, promotion)

are based on moral values such as respect, honesty,

tolerance, fairness etc. (Pless and Maak, 2004). They

also insure that these systems are integrated and

aligned to the shared vision and the common

objectives (business, social and ecological). That

means for instance that HR performance manage-

ment systems are integrated and measure and reward

desired behaviour (e.g. co-operation and integration

of people from different cultures into a discussion;

application of advanced moral reasoning; mature

mediation of stakeholder conflicts; reconciliation of

ethical dilemmas). With respect to external stake-

holders they institutionalize and nurture an on-going

dialogue with all relevant stakeholders as a basis for

sustaining mutually beneficial and trustful stake-

holder relationships.

The leader as storyteller and meaning enabler

Drawing on the work of Smircich and Morgan

(1982), we can look at leaders as creators of shared

systems of meaning, through sensemaking and dia-

logue; e.g. leading both internal and external stake-

holders in sustainable partnerships to an integrative

view of business success and the common good. A

very useful tool to support the creation of meaning

and sensemaking is the use of stories. (Armstrong,

1999; Boje, 1991) As creator and communicator of

moral experience and shared systems of meaning a

leader has the task to breathe life into both individual

and organizational responsibility. Giving out cards

that state a company’s core values may be useful to

remind people what these values are. More impor-

tantly, however, is for people to know what is at

stake, e.g. with respect to human rights. Thus, to

symbolize the significance of human rights by way of

a story can be an important means to bring their

protection to life. ‘‘The Body Shop’’ founder

Roddick used storytelling widely to spread her

mission and communicate her vision of a socially,

culturally and environmentally friendly business that

can make a difference in the world through ongoing

commitment, fair trade and active citizenship

behaviour: ‘‘I believe that one of the most effective

means of communication is storytelling. (...), stories

about products and stories about the organization.

Stories about how and where we find ingredients

bring meaning to our essentially meaningless prod-

ucts, while stories about the company bind and

preserve our history and our sense of common

purpose’’ (2000: 79–80). Stories illustrate and

transport core values and they trigger our moral

imagination. Stories are an important element in the

search for meaning and help in sensemaking (Weick,

1995) vis-à-vis the notion of individual and collec-

tive responsibility.
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The leader as change agent

Finally, drawing on the discussion on transformational

leadership we understand leaders also as change

agents, who are responsible to initiate and/or sup-

port change towards a value-conscious and sustain-

able business in a stakeholder society. While we can

discuss here neither the pros and cons of Burns’

concept of ‘‘transforming leadership’’ (1978), nor

Bass and Steidlmeier’s (1999) take on ‘‘transforma-

tional leadership’’, we would like to stress the idea of

responsible change. Business leaders have to deal with

the fact of constant change; hence, it seems impor-

tant to note that first, initiating change is not an end

in itself and second that it needs to be conducted and

facilitated in a caring and responsible manner. As a

change agent, the leader is responsible for mobilizing

stakeholders, building and sustaining commitment

among followers through ongoing sensemaking

activities, reducing complexity and anxiety, and

ultimately, keeping momentum in times when

change causes insecurity and disorientation. The task

and challenges can best be met by creating a

‘‘holding environment’’ (Kets de Vries and Florent-

Treacy, 1999: xvii) and by upholding a clear vision

and purpose.

Conclusion

The goal of the present paper was to discuss the

concept of responsible leadership in the context of

stakeholder theory. We argued that leadership is a

social-relational and ethical phenomenon that occurs

in interaction between a leader and a broader group

of followers, inside and outside the organization.

These followers are in fact a leader’s stakeholders –

they are either affected by a leader’s action or have a

stake in the leadership project. Often, they have an

equal status. In this article, we therefore contended

that in a global and networked stakeholder envi-

ronment the concept of the leader as the great man at

the top of the pyramid, as the main creator of eco-

nomic and social reality with followers as subordi-

nates who are dedicated to ‘‘do the leader’s wishes’’,

is no longer valid. Instead, leaders are understood as

equal human beings who earn a license to lead from

their followers. They are weavers who bring to-

gether different people to follow a shared and

morally sound vision. They are facilitators of rela-

tional processes of co-creation and orchestrators for

achieving common objectives. Furthermore, we

argued that they need moral character and relational

qualities to build sustainable relationships and cope

with the complex leadership challenges in a global,

uncertain and interconnected environment. Finally,

we introduced the roles model of responsible lead-

ership, which gives a gestalt to a responsible leader

and describes the different roles he or she takes in

leading stakeholders and business in society.

However, introducing the roles model of

responsible leadership is only a first step. To better

understand the phenomenon of responsible leader-

ship further research is necessary to shed light on the

relationship between the roles. While we do not

suggest that the roles are independent from each

other, it is important to study how and to what

degree the different roles are interdependent. In fact,

some roles create a dialectical tension, for instance,

the steward as the preserver of values and the change

agent as the transformer of the status quo. Therefore,

it is fruitful to examine how a responsible leader

perceives, approaches and resolves these dialectical

tensions. Further insights into the interplay between

the roles are necessary to substantiate the roles

model.

Important to future research is also an attempt to

understand the interaction between character and RI

on the individual level and to study how the intra-

personal processes translate into responsible leader-

ship behaviour and the discussed roles. In this regard

it can be helpful to conduct biographical and psy-

choanalytical studies of responsible leaders to gather

further insights into the connection between values,

experiences and the performance of responsible

leadership roles and behaviour. In addition, from a

practical HR perspective it is productive to further

specify the roles of responsible leadership by defining

competencies and observable behaviours for each of

these roles. It is also critical to examine how the

leadership context influences the performance of

responsible leadership behaviour. Finally, we would

like to stress that it is important to study the rela-

tionship with followers and how they influence

responsible leadership behaviour. We hope that this

paper has opened up new vistas on responsible

leadership and paved the way for future research in

this direction.
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